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Presentation Notes
Several advancements in the supply chain including the rise of ecommerce and industry 4.0 made a significant shift to the role of the logistics and transport sector. As we all know, this requires us to shake things up within our own operations to keep up with todays advancements.Managing Operation Vital for Enterprises
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PLDT’s direction has always been geared towards helping different industry verticals. Our commitment is to focus on the partnership and to focus on the industry. *Play Video*



2 Tbps
Internet Capacity

63.4 Million
Mobile Subscribers

9.99 Tbps
Total DFON
Operating Capacity 

10 Data Center
Purposely Built
9,150 Rack Capacity Portfolio

P78.4 Billion
CAPEX for 2019

5 Tbps
Consolidated 
International Capacity

259,000K FOC
Total Cable kilometer

6.7 Million
Broadband Subscribers

The Facts | PLDT Group (Q1 2019)
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Let me share with you how we provide the best service for our enterprise partners throughout the whole country for fixed infrastructure



18,000 LTE Sites

3,142 Fixed
Base Stations

12,100 3G sites

30,100 Cellular
Base Stations

The Facts | Smart (Q1 2019)

Speedtest
Fastest Mobile
Award

OpenSignal
Fastest Network
In the Philippines

First to develop
5G Smart City 
in the Philippines
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And wireless infrastructure. Ookla Speedtest Award, OpenSignal



Launch

Clark MakatiFirst 5G Videocall
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We launched the first 5G technology in the country this year. This technology can power several millions of endpoint devices including IOT sensors and M2M devices which are expected to multiply. Clark- Makati call thru 5g



LTE vs 5G
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But let’s take a step back, what can 5G do and how does it compare to 4G



5G Application for the Logistics and Transport
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Surveillance and delivery dronesInternet of things SensorsSmart locksSelf Driving trucksThese are just examples of the applications of 5g relevant to your businesses.
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E-commerce has been very successful in providing freight companies and customers new options that fuel the growth of its economy. It has influenced the success of every logistics and transportation business, and it still continues to lead as the driver of growth in the industry. sales and shipments quickly went up by more than a hundred percent. The continuous growth through e-commerce will be significant for all freight as well as retail companies. The birth of Lazada, Zalora, shopee and online grocery shops –  (who amongst used here not missing the  yakult lady who used to pass by our houses everyday?  the very delicious magnolia chocolait in the bottle… those were the days..According studies done by Hootsuite a social media management company in the Philippines, 90% of those  searched for a product or services online, 92% has visited an online retail store on the web using any device, 70% of which purchased a product or services online (38% using laptop or desktop and 57% using mobile) this is how traffic in the metro helped also boost online shopping, while stuck in the traffic – lets shop instead.



Why invest in digitalization and automation?

Increasing efficiencies

Faster turnaround time
Optimal route selection and 
reducing idle time in supply chain

Flexible operations
Adaptable demand-supply planning 
needed to adapt to customer 
business requirements

Decreasing operating 
costs

Staying competitive
Cost still strongest selection 
criteria for customers

Rising fuel cost
Offset of cost required to mitigate 
fuel prices

Meeting Customer Needs

Supply chain transparency 
Customers want info and visibility
of their goods at all times

Tough SLAs 
Customers demanding tough SLA
compliance which cannot be
attained with past processes

Present industry challenges cannot be tackled with past best practices

REGULATORY COMPLIANCE
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Why should you invest in digitalization and automation?What might have worked before may not be enough to overcome current challenges.Here are three major painpoints of the logistics and transport industryMeeting customer needs Customers demand real time information of the goods they ordered.B2B customers want faster deliveries to give better service to their customers. Innovations like amazon prime has changed the way customers expect their delivery. Fast and on time.Decreasing Operating Costs- Customers still opt for cheaper alternatives but doesn’t compromise the quality of service.With the rising value of fuel, companies needs to work efficiently with less resources necessaryIncreasing EfficienciesIdle time within the supply chain is money lostBusinesses nowadays have multi-channel platforms which requires different models of last mile delivery.Regulatory compliance- With the rampant data privacy breaches happening, regulatory bodies are becoming more strict when it comes to handling personal information of stakeholders



Reliable Connectivity Fiber and 4G (soon on 5G)

Cyber-Security

Meeting Customer 
Needs Increasing Efficiencies

Decreasing Operation 
Cost

ENTERPRISE 
RESOURCE 
PLANNING

SMART 
TRACKER

POWERFORM

INTERNAL 
COMMUNICATION

• SMART MESSAGING 
SUITE

CELLULAR LOAD AND 
CASH ALLOWANCE 
DISBURSEMENT

EMPLOYEE 
MANAGEMENT 
PLATFORM

HELPDESK SUPPORT 
PLATFORM
• CONTACT CENTER

AS A SERVICE (CCaaS)
• CLOUDLINE

EXTERNAL 
COMMUNICATION

• SMART POSTPAID

Auto-failover
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We in the PLDT group ensures that all solutions we provide to our customers are running on a reliable and  secured  connectivity via our fiber and 4g soon on 5g.In order for you to protect all the data coming from these solutions, cybersecurity should be at the core.Effective Internal communication  - our mobile plans include unlimited calls and text and even dataManagement of our communications expenses via our Smart BizLoad services.Our Employee Management platform (apart from HRIS) – can also address your Automated Dispatching System and Time and Attendance Management System whereby helped you intelligently plan day to day tasks assignment.We have smart Tracker – that monitors your fleet – from routes to actual gasoline usage based on assigned delivery addressesWe have a Powerform that allows you logged customer information, such as delivery address, contact details that our manong does not need to bring in a ballpen – the customer can also sign in upon receiving of the order electronically,  bundled with our Data Plan and a TabletWe also have an ERP system ( SAP and MS Dynamics) to help you with your warehousing and inventory management system.Auto Fail-over – provide real time updatesHelpdesk Support – respond quickly to customer queriesExternal Communication – reach as many customers as you can



The Philippines is a magnet for online 
threats, landing as among the top five 

countries in the world in terms of 
internet-borne attacks.

Source: Microsoft/Kaspersky

Top 5

Cybersecurity Threats in Numbers

The financial loss a large-sized organization in the 
Philippines can possibly incur, more than 200 times 

higher than the average economic loss for a midsized 
organization ($35,000)

$7.5 million

Potential economic losses in the 
Philippines due to cyber-security incidents 

can hit a staggering

$3.5 billion
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The study—“Understanding the Cybersecurity Threat Landscape in Asia Pacific: Securing the Modern Enterprise in a Digital World”—aims to provide business and IT decision-makers with insights on the economic cost of cyber-security breaches in the region and identify the gaps in organizations’ cyber-security strategies.The study involved a survey of 1,300 business and IT decision-makers ranging from midsized organizations (250 to 499 employees) to large-sized organizations (more than 500 employees).



Securing Physical and Cyber Assets

In June 2017, A.P. Moller - Maersk fell 
victim to a major cyber-attack caused 
by the NotPetya malware, which also 
affected many organizations globally.

USD 300M financial loss
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High-risk transits are becoming more common for large cargo shipments.One notable example is the crisis of Maersk last 2017. Maersk’s container ships stood still at sea and its 76 port terminals around the world ground to a halt. The recovery was fast, but within a brief period the organisation suffered financial losses up to USD300m covering, among other things, loss of revenue, IT restoration costs and extraordinary costs related to operations.Companies understand the growing threat of cyberattacks, but are failing to make security a primary part of their business operations



Cyber Threats TODAY

Yahoo! 2014
500 million accounts

Names, emails, birthdays, telephone 
numbers

Target 2013
40 million credit/debit cards

Names, phone numbers, card numbers

Multinational Sports Retailer 
2018

150 million app users

E-mails, login information (encrypted)
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These are some examples of cyber threats in recent years. You don’t always see the threat. Some are created to hide within the target network for months or even years, moving laterally, trying to escalate and maintain their access to systems that are valuable to the hacker. While there are still cyber threats that simply disrupt, the scariest are those that are out to steal data. Locally, a total of 57 data breach notifications have been received by the National Privacy Commission (NPC) since January this yearhttps://business.mb.com.ph/2018/05/15/npc-receives-57-data-breach-notifications-since-january/ NOTES: The massive Yahoo breach revealed in late September 2016 was the biggest data breach on record until another Yahoo breach doubled it.  Yahoo, in the middle of selling itself to Verizon, said "a state-sponsored actor" instead of a regular cybercriminal was likely behind the theft, said to have occurred in late 2014.Compromised information included real names, email addresses, dates of birth and telephone numbers, helpful to spammers and identity thieves. The good news is that the "vast majority" of the passwords were hashed (run through a irreversible mathematical algorithm) using the so-far-uncrackable Bcrypt method.Target - The way BlackPOS works is it infects computers running that are part of POS systems and have card readers attached to them. These computers are generally found during automated Internet scans and are infected because they have unpatched vulnerabilities in the or use weak remote administration credentials. In some rare cases, the malware is also deployed with help from insiders. Once installed on a POS system, the malware identifies the running process associated with the credit card reader and steals payment card Track 1 and Track 2 data from its memory. This is the information stored on the magnetic strip of payment cards and can later be used to clone them.[3]Under Armour's health- and fitness-tracking app, MyFitnessPal, has been hit with a data breach.Under Armour says roughly 150 million MyFitnessPal users are affected by the breach, which it discovered earlier this week. It said on Thursday that an "unauthorized party" acquired data about these users late last month."Under Armour is working with leading data security firms to assist in its investigation, and also coordinating with law enforcement authorities," the company said in a statement. "The investigation indicates that the affected information included usernames, email addresses, and hashed passwords — the majority with the hashing function called bcrypt used to secure passwords."https://www.businessinsider.com/under-armour-data-breach-myfitnesspal-2018-3Sources:https://www.cio.com/article/3293060/the-biggest-data-breaches-in-the-asean-region.htmlhttps://www.tomsguide.com/us/pictures-story/872-worst-data-breaches.html#s22



ePLDT Security Operations Center-as-a-service

30M Potential incidents
prevented <1 min Average notification 

time
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Quick action is made possible through the 24x7 team of analysts and incident responders in our command center.In the last three months, we have prevented 30M potential incidents and have average less than a minute in notification time.   With ePLDT’s SOC as a service, we can help you leverage on the best cyber security practices for your business and enhance your breach monitoring process facilitating compliance to Data Privacy Act provisions. With our cyber security analysts, responders, reverse engineers, ethical hackers, digital forensic examiners, threat intelligence operations and threat hunters, we can extend 24x7 security operations to your business and give your business an added layer of security. We at ePLDT are here to ensure Philippine cyberspace and all our clients are cyber prepared so you don’t have to worry about a thing.   



Cargo Security is still 
a worldwide problem   
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Security is an integral part of the transportation and logistics industry so service providers should invest heavily on security facilities as it will be more expensive to lose cargo.Among common victims of cargo theft are trucking firms carrying food and beverages, electronics and semiconductor products, garments and shoes as well as construction supplies. 
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